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so, adaptation to similar climatesso, adaptation to similar climates  
around the world generates arrays of around the world generates arrays of 

equivalentequivalent life-forms from  life-forms from differentdifferent
plant groups on the plant groups on the d ifferentd ifferent  continents continents

these similar arrays are what wethese similar arrays are what we
recognise recognise a s a s BiomesBiomes

thus we can thus we can r ecogniser ecognise, say, a desert,, say, a desert,
by its characteristic vegetationby its characteristic vegetation

without knowing what the groups arewithout knowing what the groups are
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the variation shown by
plant growth-forms has long been known

Raunkiaer's SystemRaunkiaer's System

also well-known is the non-randomnon-random
distributiondistribution of these forms a mong

the w orld's natural regionsw orld's natural regions

biomes have distinct and typical arraysbiomes have distinct and typical arrays
of of Raunkiaer'sRaunkiaer's  life-formslife-forms

based on based on perennating perennating s tructuress tructures
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Raunkiaer Raunkiaer SystemSystem
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wet tropics
dry tropics

temperate

deserts
arctic tundra

phanerophytephanerophytechamaephytechamaephyte

hemicryptophytehemicryptophytetherophytetherophyte

cryptophytecryptophyte
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predominance of Raunkiaer's types
suggests the adaptive value of body formsadaptive value of body forms 

e.g. A rcticA rctic  - all plants cryptic; no trees

e.g. T ropicsT ropics  - trees, epiphytes, vines; no seeds
as well as gross body form, there are 

many other typical physical attributes, e.g.:

tiny leaves in desert treestiny leaves in desert trees
needle-leaves in taiga treesneedle-leaves in taiga trees
succulents in arid climatessucculents in arid climates
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Global overview of Global overview of 
Climate-types & Biomes Climate-types & Biomes 

excellent web resource:
http://www.life. u md . edu/emeritus/reveal/pbio/biome/lec35.html
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we have seen that the r ichnessr ichness of the biota
depends greatly upon

MEAN ANNUAL TEMPERATUREMEAN ANNUAL TEMPERATURE
and

TOTAL ANNUAL PRECIPITATIONTOTAL ANNUAL PRECIPITATION

how are these two variables correlatedhow are these two variables correlated
around the globe?around the globe?

what combinations do we find?what combinations do we find?
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these two pieces of information
allow us to predict with fair accuracy

what the vegetation-type will be

higher accuracy is possible when we
factor in SEASONALITYSEASONALITY

(see later)(see later)

recall that this is because the biota adapts
to the climate as it diversifies

just as they allowed prediction of just as they allowed prediction of P RODUCTIVITYP RODUCTIVITY
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these are the biomes we
shall study later in 

this course 

each is typifiedeach is typified
by a character-by a character-
-istic -istic array ofarray of

life-formslife-forms
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so, m ean annual temperaturem ean annual temperature
& total precipitationtotal precipitation 

predict much about the biota

but another crucial factor is
YEARLY VARIATIONYEARLY VARIATION

in these factors - S EASONALITYS EASONALITY

this is well-represented in
CLIMAGRAMSCLIMAGRAMS
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climate diversity around the worldclimate diversity around the world
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the vegetation I NTEGRATESI NTEGRATES all of
these diverse aspects of climate:

•total annual precipitation

•seasonal distribution of precipitation
•mean annual temperature

•variation (& extremes) of temperature
•coincidence of the two seasonal patterns

•predictability of the above
(year-to-year variation)
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in responding adaptively to a place's 
climate characteristics, the various

climatic zones become characterized by
A A SPECIFICSPECIFIC ARRAY, ARRAY,

&&
DOMINANT TYPES,DOMINANT TYPES,   

of LIFE-FORMSof LIFE-FORMS
with typical morphological, physiological

& life-history characteristics
plus productivity, biomass differences
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thus climate dictates what will be thethus climate dictates what will be the
gross form of vegetation - what gross form of vegetation - what B IOMEB IOME

will exist in a given localitywill exist in a given locality

therefore, these biomes will have a therefore, these biomes will have a 
geographical distribution with which geographical distribution with which 

we are now familiarwe are now familiar
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Earth's Major BiomesEarth's Major Biomes
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BOREAL FOREST orBOREAL FOREST or
TAIGATAIGA
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TEMPERATETEMPERATE
GRASSLANDSGRASSLANDS
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DESERTSDESERTS
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WETLANDSWETLANDS
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OCEANSOCEANS
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TROPICAL TROPICAL 
RAINFORESTSRAINFORESTS
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globally,  biomes are distributed as
are the main climate zones

but but l ocallylocally, they are influenced by, they are influenced by
ALTITUDEALTITUDE

temperaturetemperature:  6 .5°C/1000m6 .5°C/1000m or 3 .6°F/1000ft.3 .6°F/1000ft.

precipitationprecipitation: mountains generate it;
lower temps. mean less evaporates
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NEXT CLASSNEXT CLASS

Evolution of Evolution of 
North America &North America &

its Climateits Climate
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actual distribution of the world's forestsactual distribution of the world's forests
taigatemperate broadleaf

tropical forests


